Silver Nanoclusters Encapsulated into Metal–Organic Frameworks with Enhanced Fluorescence and Specific Ion Accumulation toward the Microdot Array-Based Fluorimetric Analysis of Copper in Blood
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ABSTRACT: Silver nanoclusters (AgNCs) were first coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then encapsulated into porous metal–organic frameworks of ZIF-8 by the protein-mediated biomineralization process. Unexpectedly, the fluorescence intensities of the yielded AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were discovered to be continuously enhanced during each of the BSA coating and ZIF-8 encapsulation steps. Compared to common AgNCs, greatly improved photostability and storage stability of AgNCs could also be expected. More importantly, having benefited from the ZIF-8 shells, the prepared nanocomposites could possess the specific accumulation and sensitive response to Cu^{2+} ions, resulting in the rational quenching of their fluorescence intensities. Moreover, AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were coated onto the hydrophobic arraying slides toward a microdots array-based fluorimetric method for the fast and sensitive evaluation of Cu^{2+} ions. It was discovered that the developed fluorimetric strategy could ensure the high-throughput analysis of Cu^{2+} ions in wide pH range, and especially some harsh and high-salt media. It can allow for the detection of Cu^{2+} ions in blood with the concentrations ranging from 4.0 \times 10^{-4} to 160 \mu M, thus serving as a new copper detection candidate to be widely applied in clinical test, food safety, and environmental monitoring fields.
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Although copper (Cu^{2+}) as a microelement is useful for human health, excessive Cu^{2+} ions in the body may exert long-term adverse effects on liver, kidney, and neurological systems. At the present time, many classic detection methods have been applied to probe Cu^{2+} ions; most are known as the fluorimetric detection methods. It is established that the performance of fluorimetric methods can depend on the sensing properties of fluorescent probes like fluorescence (FL) intensities, environmental stability, and target-recognition selectivity. In recent years, noble metal nanoclusters like gold and silver nanoclusters (AgNCs) have been increasingly applied as the probes for the fluorimetric sensing of various environmental and medical targets including Cu^{2+} ions. In particular, AgNCs or their alloys with the intriguing structures, low cost, and unique luminescence properties have been preferentially used for probing some molecules and heavy metal ions. For example, Xiong et al. reported the AgNCs-based colorimetric detection for ascorbic acid. Xie’s group employed AgNCs for the sensitive analysis of cysteine based on the FL quenching of AgNCs. Also, AgNCs were utilized as the fluorescent probes in our group for the sensitive detection of Cu^{2+} ions. Nevertheless, silver nanomaterials, especially size-small AgNCs, are commonly noted for susceptible oxidation, low environmental stability, and poor quantum yields as the fluorescent probes, which may limit their applications in the biomedical, environmental, and catalysis fields. It is well established that the environmental stability, optical performance, and photophysical properties of noble metal clusters like AgNCs can largely depend on their cores, surface ligands, and dispersion media. As a result, many efforts have been devoted to the improvement of the aqueous stability and luminescence performances of these nanomaterials such as the modifications or surface passivation with some ligands containing S, P, and N elements but receiving still limited research advances.
Moreover, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), a prominent class of porous crystalline materials, have recently concentrated numerous interests for the separation, storage, catalysis, and biological or chemical sensing. As the most interesting representative, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) like ZIF-8 can feature some outstanding advantages such as easy preparation, large surface area, ultrahigh porosity, and aqueous dispensability, thus serving as the carriers or delivery vehicles separately for drugs, fluorescent probes, and enzymes in the biomedical fields. For example, carbon dots were embedded into porous ZIF-8 to act as the fluorescent probes for sensing Cu²⁺ ions. Enzymes were encapsulated into porous ZIF-8 to obtain unprecedented protection against harsh environmental damages. Especially, metal nanomaterials shelled with MOFs can expect improved thermodynamic stability with minimized agglomeration.

Inspired by the pioneering work above, in the present work, AgNCs were first coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then encapsulated into ZIF-8 to yield the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites (Scheme 1). To our surprise, the fluorescence intensities of encapsulated AgNCs could be continuously enhanced during two steps of BSA coating and ZIF-8 MOFs shelling. Greatly improved photostability and storage stability were taken separately by using optical filters of UV light (λ = 340–380 nm) and blue light (λ = 450–490 nm) for the excitation of photoluminescence.

**Experimental Section**

**Reagents and Materials.** Silver nitrate (AgNO₃), bovine serum albumin (BSA), sodium borohydride, and α-lipoic acid (LA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Beijing, China). Zinc acetate dihydrate, 2-methylimidazole, hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (HDS), and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were purchased from Beijing Chemical Reagent Co. (Beijing, China). The blood samples were kindly provided by the local hospital. All of the chemicals were of analytical grade, and all glass containers were cleaned by aqua regia and ultrapure water. Deionized water (18 MΩ) was supplied from an Ultrapure water system (Pall, USA).

**Apparatus.** The fluorescence (FL) measurements were conducted using FL spectrophotometer (Horiba, FluorMax-4, Japan) operated at an excitation wavelength at 425 nm, with both excitation and emission slit widths of 5.0 nm. UV-3600 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) was used to measure the UV–vis spectra of different materials such as AgNCs, BSA-coated AgNCs and AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 with and without copper (Cu²⁺) ions. Characterizations of the as-prepared materials were performed using transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100PLUS, Japan) and inverted FL microscope (Olympus, IX73-DP80, Japan) which were separately applied for the characterization of different products. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and element mapping measurements were conducted using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi E-1010, Horiba Ex-250) with microanalysis system (EDAX, USA). Moreover, the hydrodynamic diameters of AgNCs before and after the BSA coating were measured comparably by dynamic light scattering (DLS) with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK) setup equipped with a helium–neon laser (λ = 632.8 nm, 4.0 mW). Besides, Table centrifuge (Thermo Scientific, Deutschland) was used in the preparation and purification procedures.

**Synthesis of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 Nanocomposites.** AgNCs were synthesized in water according to our previous work using dihydroxylic acid (DHLA) at room temperature. The synthesis of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites was conducted as follows. First, under vigorous stirring, an aliquot of BSA (240 μL, 20 mg mL⁻¹) was added separately into 200 μL AgNCs of different concentrations. Then, ZIF-8 precursor solution of 2-methylimidazole (400 μL, 160 mM) and zinc acetate (400 μL, 40 mM) were introduced and mixed for 2 h. After the aging treatment was performed overnight, the yielded products of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were centrifuged (5000 rpm, 15 min) and washed several times with deionized water, and then diluted to 2.0 mL to be stored at 4 °C for future usage. Optical fluorescent microscopy was employed to characterize the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites in the presence and absence of Cu²⁺ ions. An aliquot of 5.0 μL AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 suspensions with and without Cu²⁺ ions (5.0 μM) was separately dropped on a glass slide. After being dried at room temperature, the fluorescent images were taken separately by using optical filters of UV light (λ = 340–380 nm) and blue light (λ = 450–490 nm) for the excitation of photoluminescence.

**Fluorimetric Cu²⁺ Measurements with AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 Nanocomposites.** The selective detections of Cu²⁺ ions were conducted by the following procedure. AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites (containing 0.035 mM AgNCs) were dispersed in buffer (pH 7.0). Then, a certain amount of Cu²⁺ ions with different concentrations was separately added to be mixed for 1 min. Furthermore, the fluorimetric measurements were performed to record the changes of the FL intensities. Also, the control tests for common metal ions (10 μM) including Cu²⁺, K⁺, Ba²⁺, Pb²⁺, Co³⁺, Ni²⁺, Mg²⁺, Sr²⁺, Zn²⁺, Fe²⁺, Ca²⁺, Al³⁺, Na⁺, Fe³⁺, and Mn²⁺ ions, and various molecules (10 μM) of glucose, dopamine, and ascorbic acid were analyzed accordingly, including some special interferents (10 mM) of S²⁻ ions, ascorbic acid, and cysteine. Herein, the quenching efficiencies of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were calculated according to the equation: quenching efficiencies = (F₀ − F)/F₀, where F₀ and F refer to the FL intensities of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites (λₘ₀ = 425 nm, λₘ = 650 nm) in the absence and presence of metal ions, respectively.

“The obtained AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were further coated onto the glass slides with hydrophobic pattern to yield the high-throughput microdots array for the fluorimetric analysis of copper ions.”
In addition, the optimization of the Cu\textsuperscript{2+} detection conditions were optimized for the developed fluorimetric assays, including the dosages of AgNCs probes (0.010, 0.015, 0.020, 0.035, 0.040, 0.080, and 0.120 mM), pH values (1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 11.0, and 13.0), ionic strengths (0, 100, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 mM NaCl), and response time (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 min).

Fluorimetric Analysis of Cu\textsuperscript{2+} Samples with the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 Microdots Array. The AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 microdots arrays were fabricated according the experimental procedure reportedly previously.\textsuperscript{13} Typically, glass slides (72 × 24 mm\textsuperscript{2}) were cleaned by fresh piranha solution of H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}:H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} = 7:3 (Caution: piranha solution as a strong oxidant must be handled with extreme care) to activate the substrate surface, and then thoroughly washed with deionized water to be further dried in nitrogen. After that, those cleaned glass slides were dipped into the HDS solutions of 5.0% in ethanol to be reacted for 6 h at room temperature. Then, the resulting glass slides with the hydrophobic patterns were washed twice in ethanol and further dried to be kept in the sealing drier for future usage. Furthermore, AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites (containing 0.035 mM AgNCs) were dispersed and then mixed with an aliquot of Nafoin (5.0%) for 1 min. Following that, an aliquot of 1.0 μL AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 mixture was spotted onto the surface of hydrophobic-patterned glass slides to be air-dried in the dark overnight. The as-prepared AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 microdot arrays were kept in the dark at 4 °C for future usage.

The samples of different concentrations of Cu\textsuperscript{2+} ions spiked in blood were separately dropped onto the testing area of nano-composite-spotted microdots of the arrays. Then, the microdot array was inserted into the testing hold, where the solid-phase reflection fluorescence intensities for each of the testing microdots were recorded separately.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Main Procedure for Synthesis and Characterization of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8. AgNCs were encapsulated into a ZIF-8 matrix through the protein-mediated biological mineralization process (Scheme 1). Herein, AgNCs were first coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then encapsulated into ZIF-8 to yield the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites with changing morphologies, as witnessed from the corresponding images. Importantly, the FL intensities of AgNCs so encapsulated could be continuously enhanced during the BSA coating and ZIF-8 MOFs shelling steps, together with the

![Figure 1. FL intensities of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 depending on (A) BSA dosages and (B) the Ag-to-Zn ratios used.](image)

![Figure 2. TEM images of (A) AgNCs, (B) BSA-coated AgNCs, and AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 in the (C) absence and (D) presence of copper ions (inset: hydrodynamic diameters).](image)
greatly improved environmental stability. The BSA dosages and Ag−Zn ratios used in the synthesis reactions were optimized to be 3.8 mg mL$^{-1}$ and 1/2, respectively (Figure 1). Moreover, the porous ZIF-8 shells of the nanocomposites could allow for the adsorption-based accumulation of Cu$^{2+}$ ions, which would then act as the specific energy quenchers adaptable to the fluorescent probes of AgNCs encapsulated in the MOFs. The obtained nanocomposites were further spotted onto the hydrophobic-pattern glass slides resulting in a microdots array for the high-throughput and sensitive fluorimetric analysis of Cu$^{2+}$ ions in blood afterward. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to encapsulate AgNCs into ZIF-8 by the protein-mediated biomineralization process with enhanced fluorescence, storage stability, and specific Cu$^{2+}$ accumulation.

The changing topological structures of AgNCs with the BSA coating and ZIF-8 encapsulation were monitored using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2). It was found that both AgNCs (Figure 2A) and BSA-coated AgNCs (Figure 2B) could present uniform monodispersion in water. They could display basically the same average hydrodynamic diameters of about 4.4 nm by DLS (Figure 2 , insert). Furthermore, once BSA-coated AgNCs were encapsulated into the ZIF-8 matrix, the yielded AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 exhibited the defined structure of the ZIF-8 profile (Figure 2C). However, after Cu$^{2+}$ ions were introduced, most of the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 structure would collapse toward the aggregation or precipitation (Figure 2D). Such a phenomenon was also confirmed using fluorescent inverted microscopy (Figure 3), where the red FL properties (dark field) and topological structures (bright field) of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 would be apparently changed in the absence and presence of Cu$^{2+}$ ions. Besides, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to explore the morphological structure and chemical composition of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (Figure 4A) in comparison with AgNCs and BSA-coated AgNCs (Figure 4B), showing the changing chemical composition at each of the formation steps. The well-defined particle shape could also be witnessed for the nanocomposites by SEM imaging (Figure 4A, inset). Especially, the C, N, O, Zn, and Ag elements could be uniformly dispersed throughout the nanocomposites by a discretely mixed way (Figure 4C), thus confirming the elemental profile of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites.

A comparison of UV−vis absorption spectra was carried out among AgNCs, BSA-coated AgNCs, and AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (Figure 5). One can note that BSA-coated AgNCs (curve b) could display the similar absorption peaks of AgNCs (curve a) characteristically at about 330, 430, and 490 nm, except for 280 nm of BSA protein. The results indicate that the BSA coating might not change the morphological properties of AgNCs such as the particle sizes and structures. Surprisingly, AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 might not display any obvious UV−vis absorption peaks in the absence (curve c) and presence of Cu$^{2+}$ ions (curve d), presumably due to the fact they were embedded deeply into the dense ZIF-8 matrix. In addition, no significant color change was observed for all of the testing solutions (Figure 5, inset). Yet, the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 with and without Cu$^{2+}$ ions could feature obvious suspension properties. Based on the evidence, the fluorescence quenching of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 was thought to result from the Cu$^{2+}$-triggered aggregation of nanocomposites as validated by the TEM images above.

**Main Principle of MOF-Induced Enhancement and Cu$^{2+}$-Triggered Quenching of Nanocomposite Fluorescence.** The changing FL intensities of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 were recorded during the step-by-step BSA coating and ZIF-8 encapsulation (Figure 6A), with the corresponding photographs of the products (inset). Accordingly, the FL intensities of the resulted AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (curve c) were about 6- and 10-fold larger than those of BSA-coated AgNCs (curve b)
and AgNCs (curve a), respectively. Herein, the red FL intensities of AgNCs enhanced by the protein coating presumably resulted from the AgNC–protein interaction that might induce the energy transfer from the tryptophan residues (i.e., Trp 214) of BSA to AgNCs, as also confirmed elsewhere.\(^{36}\) Furthermore, ZIF-8 with the N-containing organic ligands like imidazole might conduct the well-known "electron donor effects" so as to increase the FL intensities of AgNCs, as observed previously for the amine-containing ligands.\(^{37}\) Particularly, the ZIF-8 matrix of the nanocomposites might spatially separate AgNCs in certain orientations through the modulation of AgNCs within the rigid framework of MOFs, thus endowing them with further improved luminescence and aqueous stability of AgNCs.\(^{14}\) Moreover, comparable studies were conducted on the fluorescent responses to Cu\(^{2+}\) ions among AgNCs, BSA-coated AgNCs, and AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (Figure 6B–D). It was observed that the Cu\(^{2+}\)-induced FL responses of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (Figure 6B) were over 3- and 7-fold larger than those of BSA-coated AgNCs (Figure 6C) and AgNCs (Figure 6D), respectively. That is, the prepared nanocomposites could possess the largest FL responses to Cu\(^{2+}\) ions, as visually disclosed in the corresponding photographs (Figure 6, inset). Herein, the imidazole groups on ZIF-8 might functionalize as the specific recognition elements to selectively capture Cu\(^{2+}\) ions from the sample media.\(^{38}\) Meanwhile, the porous ZIF-8 shells of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 might help to strongly adsorb and accumulate Cu\(^{2+}\) ions as already mentioned.\(^{31}\) In addition, BSA coatings of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8, with the abundant amino acid residues (i.e., lysine, cysteine, and glycine), might also interact with Cu\(^{2+}\) ions,\(^{39}\) as disclosed elsewhere for the glutathione-coated AgNCs\(^{11}\) or BSA-conjugated ZnO.\(^{40}\) Hence, once Cu\(^{2+}\) ions

---

**Figure 4.** EDS spectra of (A) AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 (inset, the SEM image) and (B) AgNCs (a) and BSA-coated AgNCs (b); (C) element mapping images of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 composed of C, N, O, Zn, and Ag elements and their superimposed image.
were introduced, the FL intensities of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 would be acutely quenched to facilitate the sensitive and selective fluorimetric analysis of Cu^{2+} ions.

**Photostability and Storage Stability of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8.** The environmental stability of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 was investigated under the harsh testing conditions of either strong light exposure or stored in the dark, using AgNCs and BSA-coated AgNCs for the comparison (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7A, AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could maintain the FL intensities after the 1 min strong exposure of xenon lamp, in contrast to the others showing greatly decreased FL intensities. Furthermore, the FL intensities of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could survive even stored up to six months, whereas those of AgNCs and BSA-coated AgNCs might be mostly lost (Figure 7B). The results validate that the ZIF-8 shells could endow AgNCs with the greatly improved photostability and storage stability in addition to the enhanced FL emissions already mentioned.

**Optimization of Fluorescence Analysis Conditions of the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8.** It is widely recognized that silver nanomaterials are very sensitive to sulfides and thiol-containing or reductive molecules because of the strong Ag–S binding or the oxidization property of Ag^{+} ions. A comparable investigation was thus made for AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 and AgNCs that were mixed separately with cysteine, S^{2−} ions, and ascorbic acid (Figure 8). One can find from Figure 8B that no significant change in the FL intensities was observed for AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 in the presence of any of these tested substances especially ascorbic acid, in contrast to AgNCs for which FL intensities could largely decrease (Figure 8A). Therefore, benefiting from the ZIF-8 shells, the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 might achieve the enhanced specific responses to Cu^{2+} ions with minimized interference from the formidable sulfides and thiol-containing or reductive substances. Moreover, Figure 9 illustrates that the fluorimetric responses of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 to Cu^{2+} ions by comparing some possibly coexisting common ions and molecules. As expected, only Cu^{2+} ions could trigger the immediate quenching of the FL emissions of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8, as witnessed in corresponding photographs (Figure 9, inset). Also, the fluorescent responses to Cu^{2+} ions separately coexisting from other foreign ions were investigated showing no significant interference with the Cu^{2+} detection. The data indicate that the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could serve as robust fluorescent probe for the selective detection of Cu^{2+} ions. Besides, the main conditions for the fluorimetric Cu^{2+} analysis were explored (Figure 10), showing the optimal conditions of 0.035 mM AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 probes (Figure 10A) and pH 5.0−9.0 (Figure 10B). More interestingly, the fluorimetric method developed could enable the detection of Cu^{2+} ions in the buffer containing NaCl.
concentrations up to 1.0 M (Figure 10C), indicating that the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 probes could sense Cu²⁺ ions in some harsh media of high-salt samples like wastewater and blood. Besides, Figure 10D displays the comparison of Cu²⁺-response time between AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 and AgNCs. Unexpectedly, AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could present much faster responses to Cu²⁺ ions (about 30 s) than AgNCs (about 60 s). Again, the porous shells of ZIF-8 MOFs might facilitate the large absorption and accumulation of Cu²⁺ ions from the samples, so that the Cu²⁺-AgNC interaction might be accelerated for the faster and enhanced responses to Cu²⁺ ions.

Fluorescence Analysis of Cu²⁺ Ions in Samples. The developed fluorimetric method with AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 probes was applied for the detection of Cu²⁺ ions with different concentrations in buffer (Figure 11). Figure 11A shows the relationship between the logarithms of Cu²⁺ concentrations and the quenching efficiencies of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8, with the Cu²⁺ concentrations linearly ranging from 2.0 × 10⁻⁴ to 80.0 μM, with the limit of detection of 0.05 nM, estimated by the 3σ rule. Subsequently, the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites were spotted onto the hydrophobically patterned glass slides. The resulted fluorimetric microdot array was employed to probe Cu²⁺ ions with different levels spiked in blood (Figure 11B). Accordingly, Cu²⁺ ions could be multiply quantified over the concentrations from 4.0 × 10⁻⁴ to 160 μM, with the limit of detection (LOD) of about 0.10 nM. Moreover, the analyzed performances of the developed fluorimetric methods were compared with those of other detection methods previously reported for Cu²⁺ ions, with the data shown in Table 1. It was noted that the developed AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8-based fluorimetric methods could facilitate better or comparable capacities for the analysis of Cu²⁺ ions in terms of linear concentration range and LOD. Therefore, the feasibility of the practical application of the developed fluorimetric array could be expected for the high-throughput analysis of Cu²⁺ ions in blood. In addition, the bright red FL of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 might additionally circumvent any interference of other co-existing fluorescent substances in some complex samples like blood.

**Figure 7.** Photostability investigations on the exposure time dependent relative FL intensities of (a) AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8, (b) BSA-coated AgNCs, and (c) AgNCs, each of which contains AgNCs (8.0 μM), under (A) the xenon lamp and (B) dark conditions.

**Figure 8.** FL intensities of (A) AgNCs and (B) AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8, each of which contains AgNCs (2.0 μM) in the (a) absence and presence of typical reactants (10 mM) of (b) cysteine, (c) S²⁻, and (d) ascorbic acid.

**Figure 9.** Fluorimetric responses of AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 to different metal ions (10 μM) of Cu²⁺, K⁺, Ba²⁺, Pb²⁺, Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, Mg²⁺, Sr²⁺, Zn²⁺, Fe²⁺, Ca²⁺, Al³⁺, Na⁺, Fe³⁺, and Mn²⁺ ions, and various small molecules (10 μM) of glucose (Glu), vitamin C (Vc), and dopamine (DA) (black histograms), and the responses to Cu²⁺ ions separately coexisting with each of the metal ions or small molecules (red histograms), with the photographs of the testing solutions under UV light (top panel).
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, AgNCs were successfully encapsulated into MOFs matrix of ZIF-8 by the BSA-mediated biomineralization process, yielding the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 nanocomposites for the microdots array-based fluorimetric analysis of Cu^{2+} ions in blood. Compared to the current fluorescent probes especially those with silver nanomaterials, the developed fluorimetric method with the multifunctional AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could feature several outstanding advantages in sensing Cu^{2+} ions. First, the FL intensity of AgNCs probes could be step-by-step enhanced by the BSA coating and ZIF-8 encapsulation (about 10-fold larger than that of AgNCs), serving as the fluorescence probes for the sensitive fluorimetric analysis. Second, the introduction of ZIF-8 shells could endow the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 with the increased specific responses to Cu^{2+} ions.
would rationally quenched the FL intensities by triggering the aggregation or precipitation of nanocomposites. Particularly, the selective discrimination of Cu^{2+} ions could be expected with the minimized inference from other possibly coexisting substances including the formidable sulfides and thiol-containing or reductive molecules (i.e., cysteine, S\textsuperscript{2-} ions, and ascorbic acid). Third, compared to the common notorious AgNCs, high photostability and storage stability could be obtained for the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 to ensure the improved Cu^{2+} ions. Fourth, the porous ZIF-8 shells could help to largely absorb and accumulate Cu^{2+} ions from the samples so as to accelerate the Cu^{2+}-AgNC interaction to guarantee the faster and amplified responses to Cu^{2+} ions. Fifth, benefiting from the ZIF-8 shells, the AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 could allow for fluorimetric analysis of Cu^{2+} ions in a wide pH range and especially some harsh and high-salt samples (i.e., wastewater and blood). Subsequently, the developed microdot array-based fluorimetric method with AgNCs-BSA@ZIF-8 probes could facilitate the detection of Cu^{2+} ions in blood with the level down to 0.10 nM. Importantly, a protein-mediated MOF encapsulation route such as this may pave the way to the fabrications of various noble metal (i.e., Ag, Au, Cu) clusters with improved optical performance, environmental stability, and photophysical properties toward the extensive applications in the fields of fluorimetric analysis, biological imaging, metal catalysis, and optoelectronic designs.
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